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8 Abstract

9 This paper investigates domain restriction in the resolution of privative ambiguities of sentences like The orange parakeet is the only
10 one that is hiding itself, which is ambiguous between an anaphoric and an exophoric interpretation. Previous work by Crain et al. (1994)
11 argued for a built-in parsing preference for weak readings of privative ambiguities. Manipulating the amount of the contextual information
12 available, we present results that challenge Crain et al.’s conclusion: in our study, we show that context takes precedence over truth-
13 conditional considerations in the resolution of privativeQ2 ambiguities in adults.
14 © 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
15

16 1. Introduction

17 In this paper we investigate how adults resolve a special case of semantic ambiguity, i.e. privative ambiguity (Horn,
18 1989; Zwicky and Sadock, 1975).We start from the pioneering study by Crain et al. (1994), who tested the phenomenon of
19 ‘‘one-substitution’’ in children and adults by investigating sentences like (1):

(1)21 The big elephant is the only one that is playing guitar.

22 Sentence (1) contains the expression ‘‘the only one’’, which needs a referent to be interpreted. This gives rise to an
23 ambiguity. The ambiguity derives from the fact that one can be interpreted anaphorically, as in (2a), or exophorically, as in
24 (2b):

(2)26

a.27 The big elephant is the only elephant that is playing guitar. (anaphoric interpretation)
b.28 The big elephant is the only animal that is playing guitar. (exophoric interpretation)

29 In (2a), one receives its reference from the linguistic antecedent that is found in the head noun of the subject
30 Determiner Phrase (DP henceforth), i.e. elephant in this case. In (2b), one is interpreted by making reference to a wider
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31 discourse domain that, besides elephants, might include other animals or individuals. Crucially, an entailment relation
32 occurs between the alternative readings in (2), and this is what makes the present ambiguity a privative one. In our
33 example, the exophoric interpretation (2b) asymmetrically entails the anaphoric interpretation (2a). This means that,
34 whenever (1) is true under interpretation (2a), it would also be true under interpretation (2b), but not vice versa. To
35 illustrate, if it is true that there is only one animal in the discourse domain that is doing P (exophoric interpretation, (2b)),
36 then it follows that no other elephant (except for the big one) is doing P as well. By contrast, if it is true that there is no other
37 elephant (except for the big one), that is doing P (anaphoric interpretation, (2a)), then there might be an animal of a
38 different species in the discourse domain that is doing P as well. Consistent with the semantic literature, we can say that
39 (2a) is the weak interpretation, i.e. the one that requires fewer commitments about the status of the world in which a
40 sentence like (1) is uttered: by interpreting (1) as (2a) one will only commit to the fact that no other elephant, except for the
41 big one, is playing the guitar, without making any claim about any other animal that might be present in the discourse
42 domain.

Other linguistic phenomena exhibit the same pattern of entailment between alternative readings and have been the
43 source of intense semantic theorizing. For example, the sentence ‘‘The girls know each other’’ might be interpreted as
44 ‘‘Every girl knows every other girl’’ or ‘‘Some girls know some other girls’’, the former reading being generally preferred
45 (subject to the lexical properties of the items it combines with). Analogously to what happens in case of ‘‘the only one’’,
46 the alternative interpretations of ‘‘each other’’ spelled out above are not truth-conditionally independent, in that one
47 reading entails the other. Our alleged preference for the strong interpretation of reciprocals has been accounted for in
48 terms of the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis proposed by Dalrymple et al. (1998) and subsequently extended to plural
49 predication by Winter (2001). In a similar vein, Krifka (1998) proposed the Principle of Pragmatic Strengthening to
50 account for our preferences in the resolution of plural predication and the so-called donkey sentences (i.e. sentences like
51 ‘‘Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it’’) in which, analogously, an entailment relation occurs between alternative
52 readings (every farmer who owns a donkey beats all/some of the donkeys he owns). This principle assumes that,
53 whenever alternative readings are allowed by the grammar, we should favour the stronger over the weaker one
54 (if consistent with general background assumptions). A similar argument is also implemented in Chierchia (2006) to
55 account for the interpretation of sentences involving scalar terms like some and polarity sensitive items like everand any,
56 whose interpretation involves considerations about informativeness (see also Chierchia et al., 2013). For example, the
57 interpretation ‘‘Lyn ate some but not all of the cookies’’ is more informative than ‘‘Lyn ate some cookies’’ in upward
58 entailing contexts (Ladusaw, 1980) and thus a sentence such as ‘Lyn ate some cookies’’ is pragmatically enriched and
59 most often interpreted as ‘‘Lyn ate some but not all of the cookies’’. This some-but-not all inference does not arise in
60 downward entailing contexts, in which the at-least-some meaning is the strongest interpretation and thus the one
61 generally preferred (e.g., consider the conditional sentence ‘‘If Lyn ate someof the cookies, she’ll feel sick’’, that does not
62 convey the inference that Lyn will not feel sick if she eats all of the cookies). Analogously, considerations about the
63 informativeness of alternative representations are central in theoretical accounts of presupposition projection
64 (cf. Geurts, 2000 for a criticism and references therein) and in the analysis of scope interactions (cf. Gualmini et al., 2008
65 and references therein).
66 In this paper, we restrict our attention to the case of sentences like (1) that were investigated by Crain et al. (1994) in
67 two experiments. In a first experiment, Crain and colleagues tested 3--5 year-old English speaking children with a Truth
68 Value Judgement task (Crain and McKee, 1985). They asked children to evaluate sentences like (1) in a context in which
69 (1) was true under the anaphoric interpretation (2a) but false under the exophoric interpretation (2b). In the scenarios used
70 for the evaluation, the big elephant was the only elephant playing a guitar, but not the only animal that was doing it, since
71 an octopus and a bird were also playing a guitar. The authors found that children consistently rejected the target
72 sentences in this scenario. To motivate their answer, children pointed to the other animal(s) that were doing the same
73 action as the subject DP in the target sentences. Crain and colleagues interpreted children’s behaviour by appealing to a
74 Maximal Commitment strategy: when interpreting ambiguous sentences, children would initially select the interpretation
75 that has more chances of being falsified. In the case at hand, children would interpret (1) by selecting the strong,
76 exophoric, interpretation (2b). This result was explained by appealing to the Semantic Subset Principle (Crain, 1992,
77 1993; Crain and Philip, 1993), according to which, in order to converge on the target grammar, the first hypothesis that
78 children make in solving semantic ambiguities is the one that can be falsified on the basis of positive evidence from the
79 input (for a criticism, see also Gualmini and Schwarz, 2009; Musolino, 2006).
80 In a second experiment, Crain et al. tested a group of adults with a sentence falsification task in which participants were
81 given sentences like (1) and were asked to imagine a scenario that made those sentences false. What they found is that
82 adults tended tomention an animal of the same individual-level category as the head noun of the subject DP. In the case of
83 (1), for example, adults imagined a situation in which there was another elephant that was playing a guitar too (besides the
84 big elephant), thereby suggesting that (1) was disambiguated anaphorically, as in (2a). Crain et al. interpreted adults’
85 results in terms of the Principle of Parsimony: ‘‘if there is a reading that carries fewer unsatisfied presuppositions or
86 entailments than any other, then, other criteria of plausibility being equal, that reading will be adopted asmost plausible by
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87 the hearer, and the presuppositions in question will be incorporated in his or her model’’ (Crain and Steedman, 1985: 333).
88 This principle was ultimately motivated by the need to minimize cognitive effort. On this basis, Crain and colleagues
89 hypothesized that the adult parser follows a strategy of Minimal Commitment: in order to avoid unnecessary commitments
90 that might need to be changed at a later stage, adult speakers prefer the interpretation that has more chances of being
91 true. This means that, when interpreting ambiguous sentences in which alternative readings stand in a subset--superset
92 relation, as it is the case for (1), the parser would prefer the weak interpretation, the one that is true in a wider set of
93 circumstances. For example, (1) under the anaphoric interpretation (2a) would be true in the scenario presented to
94 children, in which other animals (besides elephants) were performing the same action as the big elephant. In the same
95 situation, the exophoric interpretation (2b) would be false.
96 Let us sum up. On the basis of their findings, Crain et al. proposed the following generalizations about the adult parser:
97 first, it is claimed to be parsimonious, in that it selects the interpretation that entails (the postulation of) the fewest possible
98 entities in the domain of discourse. Second, the human parser is claimed to be guided by aMinimal Commitment strategy,
99 in that it has a built-in preference for weak readings of privative ambiguities, which is purely a truth-conditional property.
100 Third, Crain et al. argued for a difference between the adult parser and the language acquisition device, which is claimed
101 to follow a Maximal Commitment strategy instead.

It is interesting to note that the evidence reported byCrain et al. for aMinimal Commitment strategy in adults is at odds
102 with other hypotheses about adults’ preferences in solving other kinds of privative ambiguities, like the Strongest
103 Meaning Hypothesis or the Principle of Pragmatic Strengthening cited earlier. Despite their different orientation, though,
104 all these hypotheses share the assumption that truth-conditional considerations are used in the resolution of semantic
105 ambiguity. According to this view, the system would be blind to anything that doesn’t specifically bear upon the
106 entailment relations among alternative interpretations (like, for example, the properties of the extra-linguistic/visual
107 context) while it would be affected by the semantic features of the linguistic input (like, for example, Downward
108 Entailingness, that reverts the entailment pattern between alternatives). Indeed, different experimental studies have
109 investigated the effect of the polarity of the linguistic environment on the interpretation of other linguistic phenomena
110 such as Scalar Implicatures and, consistently with this hypothesis, found that these inferences were suspended in
111 Downward Entailing contexts while they normally arose in Upward Entailing contexts, at least in adults (Chierchia et al.,
112 2001, 2004; Noveck et al., 2002).
113 In this paper we concentrate on the study by Crain et al. In the next section, we replicate Crain et al.’s second
114 experiment by manipulating a crucial component in the input, i.e. the availability of alternative referents in the context. Our
115 approach is motivated by previous studies on the role of context in ambiguity resolution. For example, it has long been
116 known that garden path effects like the one associated with the main-clause analysis of the sentence ‘‘The horse raced
117 past the barn fell’’ (Bever, 1970; Frazier, 1979; Kimball, 1973; i.a.), that might be ultimately motivated by the Principle of
118 Parsimony, get mitigated when the pragmatic/visual context is modified so as to include two horses (Crain and Steedman,
119 1985, see also Altmann et al., 1998; Altmann and Steedman, 1988; i.a.). In terms of the Principle of Parsimony, the
120 reduced relative clause analysis is blocked in Bever’s classic example because the parser, being parsimonious, does not
121 postulate additional horses in the discourse domain and interprets ‘‘the horse’’ as the subject of a main clause. However,
122 the reduced relative clause analysis is more easily accessed when the sentence is uttered in a context in which two
123 (or more) horses are mentioned, because the presence of a plausible referent makes a relative clause construction easier
124 to process.
125 Having introduced the Principle of Parsimony, our ultimate goal is to disentangle this principle and the Minimal
126 Commitment strategy in the resolution of privative ambiguities, and we will do so by manipulating the context, as we will
127 detail in Section 2. The implications of our findings extend beyond the particular constructions we will consider. While the
128 Principle of Parsimony might be integrated within modular and interactive accounts of sentence processing, the Principle
129 of Minimal Commitment requires a strictly modular view of the adult parser. In particular, according to this principle the
130 semantic properties of the linguistic input (like, e.g., information about the entailing relation between alternatives in case of
131 semantic ambiguity) are computed by a module that is specifically equipped to deal with semantic features and, as such,
132 blind to external interferences.
133 By contrast, the Principle of Parsimony can easily account for the interference of extra-linguistic factors in the
134 processing of ambiguous sentences. According to the Principle of Parsimony, adults should avoid postulating the
135 existence of entities that were not previously mentioned. Thus, the application of this principle needs to take contextual
136 information into consideration.

137 2. Teasing strategies apart

138 In discussing their experimental findings, Crain and colleagues proposed two separate claims about the human
139 sentence processor. As we said, they claimed that the parser: (i) is parsimonious and thereby it avoids postulating the
140 existence of entities that were not previously mentioned in the discourse; and (ii) it relies on a strategy of Minimal
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141 Commitment, favouring the weak interpretation in cases of privative ambiguity, i.e., one that has the most chances of
142 being true. We argue that the specific contribution of each of these principles can be teased apart experimentally. Crain
143 et al. tested sentences like (1) and claimed that adults preferred the anaphoric interpretation, because they falsified the
144 sentences by imagining a context in which another individual of the same individual-level category of the subject DP was
145 performing the action expressed by the verb. This finding has been interpreted by the authors as an indication that adults
146 were using a Minimal Commitment strategy. However, we believe that this kind of response is compatible both with a
147 Minimal Commitment strategy and a Parsimony strategy: upon encountering a sentence like (1), one might interpret it
148 anaphorically either (i) because the anaphoric interpretation postulates a less rich context, i.e. a context that includes only
149 elephants or (ii) because it is true in a wider set of circumstances.
150 To disentangle the contribution of the Principle of Parsimony and the contribution of the Minimal Commitment strategy,
151 we conducted an experimental study structured along the lines of the original Crain et al. study, but with a crucial
152 difference. In particular, we tested adults’ preference for ambiguity resolution in response to different degrees of
153 contextual information while leaving the truth-conditional properties of the alternative readings unchanged. Crucially, if
154 Minimal Commitment is at play, adding contextual information should not affect the resolution of semantic ambiguity: the
155 presence of an explicit context in which alternative referents for one are evoked or mentioned in the context should not
156 lead subjects to shift to the exophoric reading, because the informativeness of the context does not affect the entailment
157 pattern between the two interpretations of the ambiguous expression uponwhich theMinimal Commitment strategy relies.
158 As a consequence, if the adult parser is guided by a Minimal Commitment strategy, as argued by Crain et al., the
159 anaphoric interpretation of ‘‘the only one’’ should be favoured independently of the richness of the scenario, simply
160 because this remains the weak reading. By contrast, if the resolution of privative ambiguities is guided by the Principle of
161 Parsimony, an effect of context could emerge. In particular, it is conceivable that a richer context might lead adults to
162 exploit all the entities introduced by the context and interpret ‘‘the only one’’ exophorically.

163 2.1. Participants

164 A total of 113 students of the University of Milano -- Bicocca participated in this experiment. All participants were native
165 speakers of Italian and were naïve with respect to the goals of the experiment. They were randomly assigned to 1 of the
166 3 conditions described in Section 2.2.1.

167 2.2. Materials and methods

168 2.2.1. Materials
169 Weused a sentence falsification task in the form of a written questionnaire similar to the one used by Crain et al. (1994).
170 Participants were given a set of 25 sentences. They were asked to read them silently1 and to provide a scenario in which
171 these sentences were false. The sentences were presented one by one on a paper sheet, and nothing in the text was
172 marked in bold or underlined or capitalized. Overall, 12 were critical ambiguous sentences containing the expression
173 ‘‘l’unico’’ [lit. the only(one)] and the rest were fillers (see Appendix for a complete list of the stimuli used). For example, one
174 of the target sentences used in our study was (3):

(3)176 La cocorita arancione è l’unica che si nasconde.
177 [the parakeet orange is the only that itself hides]
178 The orange parakeet is the only one that is hiding itself.

179 Three different conditions were created, in which the richness of the context varied between subjects to avoid an evident
180 disparity in the length of the stimuli across conditions, while the target sentence to be falsified remained the same across
181 conditions. For the first group of participants the target sentences were presented in isolation (no-context condition). For
182 the second group of participants the target sentences were preceded by a short incipit mentioning a certain location like,
183 e.g., ‘‘in the aviary’’ or ‘‘in the circus’’ (poor-context condition). Finally, participants belonging to the third group saw the
184 target sentences preceded by a richer context in which, besides the indication of a certain location, other individuals were
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1 As one of the reviewers pointed out, prosody might play a role in the disambiguation process. We acknowledge that implicit prosody is always
assigned in readingQ3 (Fodor, 2002). However, it is crucial to note that the experimental sentences in Italian remain ambiguous independently of
prosody. In fact, the adjective appears in a post nominal position, to the right of the noun, and, in Italian, the prominence is assigned by default to
the right at all levels of the hierarchal prosody (from sentence level to phrase level). In the case of the sentences used in our study, within the
constituent or phonological phrase [N Adj], the relative prominence would be assigned to the element on the right by default, i.e. the adjective
(Bocci, 2013; Nespor and Vogel, 1986). As a consequence, differently from what might happen in English, the sentence remains ambiguous in
Italian, independently of the prosody implicitly or explicitly assigned to it.



185 also introduced in the domain of discourse (rich-context condition). The context manipulation is exemplified in the schema
186 below:

no-context
The orange parakeet is the only one that is hiding itself.

poor-context
In the aviary, the orange parakeet is the only one that is hiding itself.

rich-context
In the aviary, there are parakeets, parrots and canaries. The orange parakeet is the only one that is hiding itself.

188 The critical target sentences all contained a common noun that was accompanied by an adjective (e.g. orange
189 parakeet), as in the original Crain et al. study.2 In order to allow more variability in the test material, we varied the
190 superordinate category of the referent head noun so that the subject of the sentence could be a person, an animal or an
191 inanimate object/thing. Furthermore, we varied the type of adjective that accompanied the referent noun: we used scalar
192 (e.g. big) and colour adjectives (e.g. black). Let us briefly explain the reasoning behind this manipulation. The use of
193 different kinds of adjectives was inspired by eye-tracking studies in which scalar and colour adjectives were contrasted in
194 the exploration of a visual scene: anticipatory eye-movements towards a target referent were shown for scalar but not for
195 colour adjectives (Sedivy, 2003, 2005; Sedivy et al., 1999). In particular, Sedivy et al. (1999) demonstrated that the
196 presence of a discourse-available contrasting object (e.g. a short vs. a tall glass) exerted an effect on the on-line
197 processing of referential expressions containing pre-nominal adjectives: i.e., adults could anticipate the target referent
198 (e.g. the tall glass) at a point in which the input was still ambiguous.3 Following this line of research, one possibility is that
199 onemight more easily be interpreted by making reference to an individual belonging to the same individual-level category
200 of the referent head noun when the adjective is scalar. By their nature (cf. Kennedy, 2007 i.a.), scalar adjectives require a
201 contrast set to be interpreted and such a contrast set might be more easily identified in the individual-level category of the
202 referent head noun. According to this hypothesis, the adjective big in (1) would be more naturally interpreted with respect
203 to the class of elephants, thus favouring a substitution for one that taps on the individual-level category (elephants) and not
204 the superordinate-level category (animals/entities in the context). Since that the complete set of the materials used by
205 Crain et al. was not available for a comparison, we could not check if they varied the adjectives used in their experimental
206 sentences or how they did so. Therefore, in our study we controlled for the effect of adjectival type in the process of domain
207 restriction in the interpretation of the anaphora, varying the adjective type (scalar vs. non-scalar) within-subjects.
208 Finally, to control for a possible bias for associating the predicate and the subject DP used in our sentences
209 (e.g. ‘‘parakeet’’ and ‘‘hiding oneself’’) we asked another group of 20 naïve subjects to complete a list that included the
210 sentences to be used in the experiment, in which the simple subject DPwas followed by suspension dots. The participants
211 were instructed to fill in the dots with three verbs of their choice. For example, they received the fragment ‘‘The orange
212 parakeet. . .’’ and were asked to continue the sentence bymentioning the first three predicates that came to their mind and
213 to write them down in the exact order in which that happened. We manually coded the responses provided and, in our
214 experiment, we only used those predicates that were provided by the subjects in less than 3% of the cases as their first
215 choice (and less than 7% overall). With this, we meant to control for a possible bias towards the anaphoric interpretation
216 due to the particular verb that has been used in the target sentences and prevent that subjects interpreted one in (3) as
217 referred to ‘‘parakeets’’ simply because the predicate (hiding oneself) strongly led them towards this choice.

218 2.2.2. Procedure and scoring
219 As in the original study by Crain et al., participants were administered a written questionnaire. They were given a small
220 booklet of 13 sheets. Each sheet in the booklet contained two sentences, each followed by a blank space. Participants
221 were instructed to use the blank space below each sentence to write down a context that made that sentence false. Item
222 position was pseudo-randomized in order to avoid consecutive trials of the same type. Subjects were instructed along the
223 following lines:
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2 The presence of the adjective was necessary to allow for the anaphoric interpretation of the only one in a sentence in which a definite
description (e.g. the parakeet) was used: without the adjective, sentence (3) would only allow for the exophoric interpretation, since the use of a
definite description like the parakeet presupposes the presence of a unique parakeet in the domain of discourse, thus ruling the anaphoric
interpretation out.
3 Crucially, though, this facilitatory effect showed up only when the adjective denoted a property that is typically unlikely to be produced in

describing the target object in isolation, such as material and scalar properties. In fact, no anticipatory eye-movements were recorded for
properties that are frequently redundantly encoded, such as colour adjectives, even in presence of a discourse contrast (e.g. a blue vs. a red cup).



(4)225 ‘‘In the booklet you will find a series of sentences. You have to imagine a situation that makes each of these
226 sentences false. For example, suppose youwere given the sentence ‘‘Donald Duck gave a bicycle to Goofy’’ and
227 were asked to make it false. You havemany ways to do so. For example, you could say that Donald Duck gave a
228 bicycle toMickey or that Donald Duck gave a car to Goofy or else that Donald Duck gave amotorbike and a car to
229 Goofy and so on. To fulfil this task you can choose the strategy you like the most, provided that the sentence is
230 false in the context you come up with.’’

231 Given that participants were free to imagine their preferred scenario (as opposed to selecting one out of a range of
232 possibilities offered by the experimenter) we obtained a wide range of responses. Upon inspection of the data, we first
233 excluded all the responses that were completely irrelevant to the purposes of this study. For example, we excluded
234 responses like (6) or (7) that were provided to falsify the target sentence in (5):

(5)236 TARGET: The orange parakeet is the only one that is hiding itself.
(6)237 All the birds flied off.
(7)238 There are no orange parakeets in the cage.

239 For the remaining responses, we decided to adopt a strict criterion for classification: we scored only the answers in
240 which the critical expression ‘‘the only one’’ was explicitly falsified in the scenario provided by the participants, i.e. when
241 the participant explicitly mentioned that another individual was performing the relevant action too (in addition to the
242 character mentioned in the target sentence). Following this criterion, in response to the target sentence exemplified in (5),
243 we included for the analyses only responses like (8), while we excluded responses like (9) that did not contain any explicit
244 reference to the presupposition triggered by the use of only in the target sentence:

(8)246 (Not only the orange parakeet but) the green parakeet is hiding itself too.
(9)247 (Not the orange parakeet but) the green parakeet is hiding itself.

248 Once this first selection process was completed, participants’ responses like (8) were scored with respect to the
249 interpretation used in falsifying the target sentence: when an individual of the same individual-level category of the referent
250 head noun was mentioned to falsify the sentence (as in (10)), the response was labelled anaphoric (AN); when an
251 individual belonging to the superordinate category (but of a different individual-level type) was mentioned (as in (11)), the
252 response was labelled exophoric (EX):

(10)254 The green parakeet is hiding itself too. [AN]
(11)255 The canary is hiding itself too. [EX]

256

2.3. Results

257 Once we eliminated the 72missing or indecipherable answers (0.05% of the total), a total of 1284 responses remained.
258 Of these, 431 were completely irrelevant to the purposes of this study and were not considered for the analyses (these
259 were cases like (6) or (7)); 531were responses like (9) andwere not entered in the data analysis. Of the 322 responses like
260 (8) selected bymeans of the criterion defined above, 204 (63%) were anaphoric (AN) and 118 (37%) were exophoric (EX).
261 The distribution of the two types of answers across conditions is summarized in Table 1, while Fig. 1 plots the proportion of
262 EX-responses as a function of Context (no vs. poor vs. rich):
263 As it is evident from the graph above, a difference was found in the type of responses provided in the 3 conditions,
264 between the no-context and the rich-context conditions especially. In particular, the percentage of responses that are not
265 compatible with the Minimal Commitment strategy (i.e. EX responses) is around 25% in the no-context condition but it
266 rises to 65% in the rich-context condition.
267 Data were analyzed using mixed-effects analyses (Baayen et al., 2008) with random intercepts for subjects, noun-
268 category, and (nested in noun-category) items. A logistic mixed model (Jaeger, 2008) was adopted, taking the
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Table 1
Distribution of type of answers (anaphoric vs. exophoric) across conditions.

Condition Anaphoric Exophoric Total

No-context 92 29 121
Poor-context 80 30 110
Rich-context 32 59 91



269 participants’ answer (dichotomically coded, as described above) as the dependent variable. In other words, the likelihood
270 of imagining a scenario that was compatible with an anaphoric interpretation was tested. The effects of two fixed variables
271 were introduced in these models: the amount of context preceding the sentence, that varied across conditions (taking the
272 no-context condition as the reference level) and the adjective type (taking colour adjectives as the reference level), as well
273 as their interaction. Table 2 summarizes the fixed effects of the model, which was run on 322 data points. The random
274 intercepts of subjects (sd = 1.11), item (sd = .22) and noun-category (sd = .47) were also included in the final model,
275 accounting for the variance across participants, items and category of the nouns used. Random slopes were also tested,
276 but their introduction did not significantly improve the overall goodness-of-fit (i.e., the chi-square test comparing the model
277 before and after having introduced each random slope was not significant) and thus these were not considered in the final
278 analysis, summarized in Table 2.4

279 The analysis shows that participants were more likely to adopt an exophoric interpretation when a rich context was
280 provided: i.e., they were more likely to mention an individual of the superordinate-level category when examples of these
281 individuals were provided in the context that preceded the critical sentence. The difference between the no-context and
282 the poor-context conditions was not significant. The parameters associated to adjective type and the interaction terms
283 were not significant either.

284 3. Final discussion

285 Our results are consistent with some of the findings documented by Crain and colleagues. In the no-context condition
286 adults preferred to falsify the target sentence selecting the anaphoric interpretation of ‘‘the only one,’’ as in the original
287 study by Crain et al. This finding is consistent with previous studies of garden-path phenomena (see e.g. Garnsey et al.,
288 1997; Hare et al., 2007; McRae et al., 2005; Wilson and Garnsey, 2009): when the sentence is given in isolation, the
289 parser resists postulating unnecessary entities, following the Principle of Parsimony.

With the intent of evaluating Crain et al.’s conflation of Parsimony and Minimal Commitment, we added different
290 amounts of information to the context, so as to test how an enriched context affected the parsing of privative
291 ambiguities. Contra Crain et al., we found that, when a rich context was provided, adults’ preference for the anaphoric
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Fig. 1. Proportion of exophoric responses across conditions.

Table 2
Fixed effects in the logistic mixed model.

Estimate Std. error z-Value p-Value

Intercept �1.62 .52 3.09 .0019
Poor-context �.39 .59 .66 .5082
Rich-context �2.67 .62 4.34 .0001
Adjective: scalar �.35 .52 .68 .4937
Adjective: scalar � poor-context .01 .69 .02 .9859
Adjective: scalar � rich-context .53 .70 .75 .4537

4 Equivalent results in the significance tests were obtained when a maximal random effect structure was introduced in the statistical model.



292 interpretation of ‘‘the only one’’ gave way to the exophoric interpretation of the ambiguous expression. Indeed, adults
293 exploited the information provided in the context and used it to solve the ambiguity. The fact that adults’ preference for
294 the weak reading dropped when a context was added does not rule out Parsimony, but it does cast doubts on the claim
295 that the adult parser follows a strategy of Minimal Commitment to solve semantic ambiguity. This does not rule out the
296 possibility that considerations about entailment matter for processes like domain restriction, but it certainly casts
297 doubts on the theoretical explanations based solely on truth-conditional considerations like the Principle of Pragmatic
298 Strengthening or the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis independently proposed to account for similar phenomena.

Our results are all themore important if weconsider someof the consequencesofCrain et al.’s proposal for theprocessof
299 language acquisition. By comparing adults’ and children’s behaviour with respect to the phenomenon of one-substitution,
300 these authors concluded that adults obeyed a Minimal Commitment strategy, preferring the weak interpretation in the
301 resolution of the ambiguity, while children conformed to a strategy of Maximal Commitment, preferring the strong
302 interpretation instead. On the basis of this difference, they argued for a difference between the characteristics that guide the
303 adult parser and the mechanisms that operate in the Language Acquisition Device (LAD). On the basis of our results,
304 however, we are not convinced that such a distinction is to bemaintained in the first place. In fact, the tasks used for testing
305 children and adults in the Crain et al. study were different. While adults were asked to falsify sentences in isolation, children
306 were asked to judge sentences in a scenario in which individuals that did not belong to the same individual-level category of
307 the referent for theheadnounof thesubjectDPwerepresent. This is similar to theno-context conditionof thestudypresented
308 here, inwhichsubjectsbehavedas theadults in theoriginalCrainet al.’s study, opting for theanaphoric (weak) interpretation.
309 However, the adults in our rich-context condition behaved as the children in the original Crain et al.’s study, opting for the
310 exophoric (strong) reading. Looking at Crain et al.’s results from this perspective, we do not see any strong argument in
311 support of the distinction between the principles that guide the adult parser and the LanguageAcquisitionDevice advocated
312 by those authors.

To conclude, although nothing can be said about the on-line mechanisms that underlie the processing of semantic
313 ambiguity on the basis of this off-line study, we believe that our findings can inform future research on the resolution of
314 privative ambiguities. Our study shows that context affects the disambiguation process and the process of domain
315 restriction, so that the exophoric interpretation is more likely when a rich context is provided: participants tended to
316 mention more entities of the superordinate category level when these entities had been previously mentioned in the
317 context. In terms of general processing principles, we propose the following generalizations as a starting point for future
318 investigation: (i) when no context is provided, adults follow a general Principle of Parsimony and do not extend the
319 context by postulating additional entities, as independently argued for the resolution of temporarily ambiguous
320 sentences; (ii) when the sentencesare not given in isolation, however, adults followadifferent strategy, thatwemight call
321 Maximal Exploitation: when a context is provided, adults exploit it. In the case at hand, in the rich-context condition
322 different entities were mentioned in the preceding discourse: we found that readers used these elements to interpret the
323 linguistic input that followed. We speculate that they do so because they are following a very general strategy that urges
324 them to exploit all the cues available in the context. While Parsimony readily explains the anaphoric preference found in
325 the no- and poor-context conditions, the strategy of Maximal Exploitation that we propose accounts for the exophoric
326 preference observed in the rich-context condition.
327 Our approach may also account for previous studies showing that context takes precedence over truth conditional
328 considerations in the resolution of privative ambiguities in general. For example, the strategy of Maximal Exploitation
329 might also explain the exact/at-least alternation in the interpretation of scalars in the paradigmatic exampleQ4 proposed by
330 Welker, 1994; see also Carston, 1998), in which the numeral receives the ‘‘exact’’ interpretation in B’s answer and the
331 ‘‘at-least’’ interpretation in C’s answer to A’s utterance in (12):

(12)333 A: I’m having a dinner party and I need four more chairs.
334 B: John has two chairs (exactly two, not more).
335 C: John has four chairs (at least four, eventually more).

336 In these examples, truth-conditional considerations about Informativeness that would favour the exact interpretation
337 are overridden by considerations about contextual Relevance, so that the lower bound interpretation of the number term is
338 accessed. The selection of the weaker meaning poses some problems to principles like the Principle of Pragmatic
339 Strengthening, the Strongest Meaning Hypotheses or the Minimal Commitment strategy, for which truth-conditional
340 considerations takes precedence in ambiguity resolution. By contrast, the principle of Maximal Exploitation proposed here
341 might be applied toWelker’s example and extended to other cases of ambiguity resolution or domain restriction as well, as
342 it predicts that context takes precedence over truth-conditional considerations.
343 It remains a question for future research to extend the findings obtained here to a broader range of privative
344 ambiguities, by modulating the weight of extra-linguistic cues and measuring their effects on the interpretation of the
345 linguistic input.
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355 Appendix

356 List of the critical sentences used in the three conditions, as detailed in the schema in Section 2.2.1.

1.358 [Nel negozio di animali [ci sono gattini, cagnolini e criceti.]] Il gattino nero è l’unico che dorme. [In the pet shop [there
359 are kittens, puppies and hamsters.] The black kitten is the only one that is sleeping.

2.360 [Alla fattoria [ci sono cavalli, pecore emucche.]] Il cavallo bianco è l’unico che si lascia accarezzare. [In the farm [there
361 are horses, sheep and cows.]] The white horse is the only one that let itself being pet.

3.362 [Nella voliera [ci sono cocorite, pappagalli e canarini.]] La cocorita arancione è l’unica che si nasconde. In the aviary
363 [there are parakeets, parrots and canaries.]] The orange parakeet is the only one that is hiding itself.

4.364 [Al circo [ci sono trapezisti, clowns e domatori.]] Il trapezista biondo è l’unico che ha fatto un inchino. [In the circus
365 [there are aerialists, clowns and tamers.]] The blonde aerialist is the only one that bowed.

5.366 [Nel centro di accoglienza [ci sono tunisini, marocchini ed egiziani.]] Il ragazzo tunisino è l’unico che è stato soccorso.
367 [In the immigrant shelter [there are Tunisians, Moroccans and Egyptians.]] The Tunisian boy is the only one that has
368 been assisted.

6.369 [Nella composizione [ci sono gigli, rose e tulipani.]] Il giglio bianco è lì’unico che è appassito. [In the composition [there
370 are lilies, roses and tulips.]] The white lily is the only one that withered.

7.371 [Nella pozza [ci sono ippopotami, elefanti e giraffe.]] L’ippopotamo piccolo è l’unico che fa il bagno. [In the pond [there
372 are hippos, elephants and giraffes.]] The small hyppo is the only one that is taking a bath.

8.373 [Nella giungla [ci sono scimmie, tigri e serpenti.]] La scimmia grande è l’unica che è stata catturata. [In the jungle [there
374 are monkeys, tigers and snakes.]] The big monkey is the only one that has been captured.

9.375 [Alla festa della ditta [ci sono segretarie, operai e dirigenti.]] La segretaria bella è l’unica che danza. [At the firm party
376 [there are secretaries, workmen and managers.]] The beautiful secretary is the only one that is dancing.

10.377 [Nel quartiere di Ginza [ci sono villette, palazzine e grattacieli.]] La palazzina bassa è l’unica che è scampata al
378 terremoto. [In the suburb of Ginza [there are houses, blocks of flats and skyscrapers]] The small house is the only one
379 that survived the earthquake.

11.380 [Nel bosco [ci sono pini, larici e abeti.]] Il pino alto è l’unico che è stato abbattuto. [In the wood there pines, larches and
381 firs.]] The tall pine is the only one that has been torn down.

12.382 [Nella radura [ci sono gazzelle, bufali e zebre.]] La gazzella veloce è l’unica che si è salvata. [In the glade [there are
383 gazelles, buffalos and zebras.]] The fast gazelle is the only one that saved itself.
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